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JOALI Maldives, Muravandhoo Island

KEY  FACTS

JOALI resides in the northern Maldives on the picture-
perfect Muravandhoo island on the Raa Atoll. Being one of
the largest and deepest atolls in the world, guests will be
surrounded by brilliant blue waters, pristine white-sand
beaches and a lush land of coconut palms. The retreat has
been designed in and around every tree, ensuring the
delicate ecosystem is maintained.

The resort’s elegant one to four bedroom villas and
residences are the epitome of sustainable glamour. Each
takes inspiration from individual stories and evokes a
sense of unconventional luxury with hand-picked artisanal
amenities, curated in-room libraries, music, movies,
thoughtful design and deluxe objet d’art. In addition, they
have a dedicated Joali butler and private infinity pool.

Four restaurants provide inventive fusion cuisine from
Asian and Peruvian to Italian and Mediterranean dishes.
Guests have the opportunity to learn and enjoy delicious
meals through personalised cooking experiences and sweet
cravings will be satisfied by Joali’s artisinal chocolate and
ice-cream.

JOALI is one of the first and only hotels in the Maldives to
be immersed in art, with interactive and experiential
pieces featuring throughout the island. Many pieces are a
collaboration with local artists and artisans, in order to
support their community. Art-lovers can indulge their
passion at the hotel’s art studio, offering interactive events
with guest artists and workshops.

Joali Spa by ESPA offers the ultimate spa experience and
personalised treatments, and guests can enjoy working out
whilst being surrounded by nature.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

Male International Airport has a private JOALI lounge. A
seaplane flights takes 45 minutes to the island

Male to Ifuru Airport is a 45-minute flight. From there, it is
a 25-minute speedboat ride to Muravandhoo

Male to Dhravandhoo Airport is a 35-minute flight. From
there, it is a 1 hour speedboat ride to the island

ACCOMMODATION

70 villas and 2 residences including:

5 Beach Villas: 108 sq.m (total area 680 sq.m), one
bedroom with living area, bathroom, private beach, infinity
pool, garden

16 Luxury Beach Villas: 117 sq.m, (total area: 865 sq.m)
two bedrooms, separate and spacious living room, private
infinity pool, cosy library

2 Two Pool Luxury Beach Villa: 117 sq.m (total area: 940
sq.m) two bedrooms, bathroom, separate living room, two
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infinity pools one at the front and one for more privacy in
the back garden

1 Private Duplex Beach Residence: 500 sq.m (total area:
1,200 sq.m), two storey villa, four bedrooms each with en-
suite bathrooms, library with handpicked books, separate
butler room, infinity pool, private beach

10 Water Villas: 100 sq.m (total area: 240 sq.m) one
bedroom with living area, infinity pool, situated directly
over the Indian ocean

37 Luxury Water Villas: 108 sq.m (total area: 280 sq.m)
two bedrooms, separate and spacious living room, spacious
sun-deck with private infinity pool, state-of-the-art home
and lighting system, situated directly over the Indian
ocean

1 Private Ocean Residence: 400 sq.m (total area: 990 sq.m)
three bedrooms each with dressing rooms and two built-in
wardrobes, two living rooms, two infinity pools,
uninterrupted ocean views from terraces and romantic
balconies, Dhoni (boat) available for transfers to the spa or
restaurants

FACILITIES

The Restaurant: Vandhoo restaurant offering a specially
designed dining experience encompassing South East
Asian, Chinese, Mediterranean and Levant cuisines.

Her Kitchen: offering personalised culinary experiences,
this is where guests can cook and enjoy local recipes with
experienced chefs in the luxurious surroundings of a
professional restaurant kitchen

Japanese/Peruvian Restaurant: designed by world-
renowned architect Noriyoshi Muramatsu, this floating
haven serves delectable sakes, sushi and teppanyaki and
its lounge offers incredible views, perfect for private
brunches and weddings.

The Italian Restaurant: fine dining experience of authentic
Italian cuisine and bar serving everything from fresh peach
Bellinis to homemade limoncellos

The Bar: Overlooking the beach and pool, guests can relax
in cabanas or infinity pods whilst enjoying scrumptious
snacks and street food. The Mura Bar hosts surprise event
nights including sunset rituals and live performances.

The Whisky & Cigar Lounge is a private area within Mura
Bar where guests can enjoy select products in an exclusive
setting

Chocolate and Icecream Store: the perfect dessert spot for
your island experience

Joali Spa by ESPA offering incredible well-being
treatments and experiences

Fitness Centre: situated on the second floor, it offers a
workout experience with breathtaking views of the crystal
clear ocean and lush greenery, with personal trainers
available

Yoga Pavilion

Excursions include everything from yachting, hiring a
speedboat, taking a dhoni (custom design sailboat) at
sunrise or sunset, visiting local islands to seeing manta
rays and whales

Water and marine sports: including water skiing,
parasailing, wakeboarding, diving and snorkelling with a
marine biologist

Tennis courts: well-lit courts are available

Kids of JOALI: The hotel organises fantastic treasure hunts
with maps and clues, interactive native storytelling,
cooking classes and special spa services just for kids

Art Studio & Gallery: this exclusive space celebrates local
arts and hosts interactive events with guest artists and
workshops

Boutique Store offering select teas, distinct textile
products, decorative objects created by local and global
artists and one-of-a-kind items designed at the JOALI Art
Studio

The Library is a chill-out zone, with a convivial living room
comprising three main rooms, offering exceptional food
and coffee

DID  YOU KNOW?

The hotel’s flower garden nurtures local flowers and plants and through workshop events guests can enhance their
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botanical knowledge and skills

JOALI holds a three day ceremony starting with a bonfire
on 5th May to mark the arrival of spring, followed by a day
to enjoy what the island offers and ending with a ceremony
on the third day when everyone can hang their wishes on a
Wish Tree

JOALI Maldives is a haven for readers, with its cosy library
and ‘Book Exchange’, encouraging guests to share and
discuss thoughts on the books they read

A JOALI tradition – the Table of Joy exists for guests to
share their experiences over an exclusively prepared meal

JOALI offers bespoke wedding packages by expert
designers and can organise everything for couples to have
a memorable honeymoon

Water Villas The Italian Restaurant

The Bar Arrival Jetty
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The Restaurant Luxury Beach Villa

Luxury Water Villa Private Duplex Beach Residence

Private Ocean Residence Yoga Pavilion
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